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INT. SUBURBAN HOME - NIGHT
A FRAMED PHOTOGRAPH lies amid a pile of ash and
splintered wood. A FEMALE HAND comes into frame and
gently lifts the item. A soft BREATH blows the ash and
dust off the image and we see the smiling, yet
disciplined face of a man in a military uniform.
FLASHBACK
INT. SUBURBAN HOME - DAY
We MATCH CUT to the same set up. As the camera TILTS UP
from the image we see the room is clean and in normal
condition. We rack focus to view a young boy, KYLE
NELSON, who looks up at the woman holding the photo.
KYLE
I still have dreams about him. My Mom
doesn’t like for me to talk about them
though. I don’t know. I just figure -that’s God’s way of letting me see him
while we’re... you know... apart.
Besides, that way I know he’s still on my
team.
The woman’s hand slowly lowers the picture toward a side
table as we hear her voice.
Your team?

VOICE (EMILIA)

Kyle focuses on the photo in its downward arc.
KYLE
Yeah. Dad always said, “Life’s a team
sport.” So, this way I know he’s still on
my team -- even if it’s only in my head.
BACK TO SCENE
INT. SUBURBAN HOME - NIGHT
The woman sets the picture gently down on the side table
which is now revealed to be covered in ash and dust, the
table’s LIGHT knocked over, its lamp shade SINGED.
As the hand pulls away from the photo we TILT UP to
reveal the woman. This is our hero, EMILIA (EM) CAINE aka -THRASHER. She continues to focus for a brief moment
on the photograph before lifting her gaze and looking
forward.
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We CUT to reveal what she sees: The corner of a typical
suburban home BLOWN APART -- nearby homes revealed beyond
the gaping hole in the building either darkened from
power loss, or partially lit up from various fires of
varying degrees.
Thrasher slowly extends her arms and reaches behind her
back as she grabs two SHORT STAFFS that are strapped to a
harness. As her hands grip the staffs they both begin to
GLOW slightly and VIBRATE almost imperceptibly to her
touch.
She pulls the staffs free and holds them at arms length
to her sides. As her grip TIGHTENS on the staffs the glow
INCREASES until an ELECTRIC ARC shoots from staff to
staff creating a CIRCLE OF BLUE ELECTRICITY around her
waist.
We hear a male VOICE.
YOUNG MAN (V.O.)
Take a look at the screen, Em. It’s
crazy.
CUT TO:
INT. MODERN OFFICE - DAY
Emilia’s HAND reaches forward to tilt a laptop computer’s
screen. As her hand touches it a small blue SPARK stings
the tip of her finger. Her hand recoils.
EMILIA
OW! Fletcher!
Angle on FLETCHER, mid 20s, a little more self assured
than he has the right to be.
FLETCHER
Oh my god - every time!
EMILIA
When are you going to stop?
FLETCHER
When are you gonna figure out how static
electricity works? (laughs lightly) Em,
you work for the power company. You’re
kinda making us look bad.
Em starts to move away.
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EMILIA
I hate you Fletcher Doyle.
FLETCHER
No, wait! Really.
Em hesitates.
FLETCHER (CONT’D)
I was being serious. There is something
weird going on.
She looks unconvinced.
FLETCHER (CONT’D)
Look, I’ll show you myself.
He tilts the screen so she can see it. She takes a step
closer and scans the screen. ANGLE ON THE SCREEN: we see
a spreadsheet of dates and numbers.
EMILIA
What am I looking at?
FLETCHER
Okay, I know it doesn’t look, umm, off
here.
EMILIA
Because it isn’t.
FLETCHER
But, hang on. So these numbers are power
overages. You know, when the hippies get
enough sunshine to not only power their
communes -EMILIA
-- or homes -FLETCHER
-- or VW busses with their solar panels -but actually have a surplus of energy
that -EMILIA
-- that gets sent back up the lines to us
-FLETCHER
-- that we can re-route to a normal
person --
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EMILIA
Fletcher I know how the system works.
What’s the problem here? You’ve got a
pretty standard rise in the amount of
power overages. We’re moving toward
summer. Longer days, more sunshine, more
power.
FLETCHER
Right. And each day has a slightly higher
reverse load than the previous.
Exactly.

EMILIA

FLETCHER
But the numbers themselves are out of
whack.
EMILIA
What do you mean?
FLETCHER
When you look at a single month, or even
a number of months together everything
seems normal.
But...?

EMILIA

FLETCHER
But when you look at the year-over-year
averages...
He moves his mouse and types on the keyboard.
FLETCHER (CONT’D)
-- that’s when it seems...
Suddenly the monitor shows the issue: ten years of
almost identical rising-and-falling arcs - until the
current year -- now showing a similar arc, but this time
ELEVATED 50% HIGHER.
Emilia leans in, shocked.
EMILIA
What the fudge covered peanuts?
Fletcher leans back in his seat, self-satisfied.
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FLETCHER
Don’t know what the hippies are up to.
But I’ll tell you one thing. I don’t like
it.
INSERT - MAJORITY OF EPISODE HERE
EXT. TOWN SQUARE - NIGHT
A throng of people fill the area which is bathed in a
reddish, orange glow from the light of nearby buildings
on fire. Some people huddle, paralyzed with fear. Others
move restlessly, their anxiety erupting in small
squabbles with neighbors or their own family.
On the edge of the space THRASHER stands, taking in the
scene before her. She instinctively reaches back for her
POWER STAFFS which start to glow slightly from the
proximity of her hands. But then she suddenly stops.
She lifts her head slightly, as a far off look comes
across her eyes. As a decision is made she brings her
hands forward -- empty. She moves forward.
A YOUNG VOICE rings out.
YOUNG VOICE
It’s Thrasher! She’s here!
A MELEE of voices rises creating a wave of emotion that
passes through the crowd. As Thrasher gets to the center
of the square she steps up onto a raised platform holding
a half-destroyed statue. She raises a hand to quiet the
crowd.
A lone voice rings out.
IRATE MAN
Half our town’s burned up! Why haven’t
you done something?!?
THRASHER
You want to know why this has happened to
you. Why I haven’t stopped this.
A CHORUS of voices erupts.
CROWD
Yeah! Damn right! (etc.)
Thrasher scans the crowd and then locks on a YOUNG BOY.
We recognize him as the child from the opening scene.
Thrasher sets her jaw and turns to the crowd.
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THRASHER
I haven’t stopped this... because I
can’t.
A WILD MURMUR runs through the crowd.
THRASHER (CONT’D)
I can’t stop this. (beat) Not alone. If
Carbore were our only enemy then I might
have a chance. But he’s not. You see we
all thought he arrived here when the
stadium burned down. But we were wrong.
Carbore has been here for more than a
century.
A fresh rush of ANXIOUS VOICES sweeps through the crowd.
THRASHER (CONT’D)
And through all this time he has grown
and mutated and splintered into a vast
army of creatures each increasing his
reach and his power. Until he had enough.
Until he had enough energy. Until he had
enough force. Until he had enough power.
Until... now.
Another MURMUR runs through the crowd.
THRASHER (CONT’D)
No one can stop him. (beat) No ONE. No
one man. No one woman. No one... hero.
But where the power of one would fail...
the power of many may yet succeed. For
within each of you is more than just a
spark of life. There is power beyond what
you can imagine. So to you I say -- bring
your hands together. Bring your hearts
together. And bring that power to bear!
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